In boundary methods, piecewise particular solutions are employed to solve a given elliptic equation within subdomains of some region of interest. A boundary approximation is then obtained by satisfying the interior and exterior boundary conditions in a least squares sense. In this paper, we examine convergence, derive error norm bounds for approximate solutions and conduct a stability analysis of the associated algebraic problem. The aim of this analysis is to help choosing good partitions of subdomains. Finally, numerical experiments are carried out for a typical interface problem, demonstrating that very accurate solutions can be obtained while at the same time keeping small the condition numbers of the associated coefficient matrices.
Introduction
Consider an elliptic boundary value problem on a domain divided into several subdomains by artificial or material interfaces. If the admissible functions consist of particular solutions of the underlying elliptic equation on the subdomains, an approximate solution can be obtained by satisfying the exterior boundary conditions and the continuity conditions on the interior boundary as much as possible in a least squares sense. Since the approximation is performed only on the exterior and interior boundaries, we call these methods boundary methods (see Li [12] and Li, Mathon and Sermer [16] ).
The advantages of boundary methods are summarized as follows: 1. It is easy to solve problems with corners and interface singularities as well as with unbounded domains, with which the finite element and finite difference methods have difficulties coping.
2. The solution procedure is simple to carry out because only the interior and exterior boundary conditions are taken into account in the solution process.
3. A very accurate solution can be obtained by using relatively few expansion terms of particular solutions (approximation in one lower dimension), thus saving on work and storage space.
4. It is possible to estimate errors in the approximate solutions, although the exact solution of the physical problem is unknown. In this paper, a useful relation for the error behavior will be established,
where M is the total number of unknown coefficients in the piecewise expansions used. The formula (1.1) is significant in practical calculation because we can compute the error in the domain \\e\\H in terms of the errors on the boundary \e\B, which is naturally obtained from the boundary methods. Once the errors of solutions are known, we can easily control the calculation procedure. However, the following two difficulties arise in using boundary methods. 1. Piecewise particular solutions of elliptic equations have to be known. For the most important elliptic equations in application, we may find useful particular solutions in textbooks of partial differential equations, e.g., Tikhonov and Samarskii [21] . But quite often, an analysis is essential to yield asymptotic expansions near singular points and infinity, since the behavior of the solution near them is unknown or unclear.
2. Stability of numerical solutions is also important. The numerical experiments in [16] report that using several subdomains leads to better stability but lower accuracy of the numerical solutions. In fact, stability will rely substantially on both the choice of piecewise particular solutions and the partition of the solution domain. Our intention in this paper is to use a stability analysis to guide us in choosing partitions so that better solutions can be obtained via boundary methods.
In this paper we present an analysis of errors and stability, as well as numerical experiments for the equation
with interface singularities by boundary methods on a decomposed domain, to show not only that the solutions obtained are extremely accurate, but also that the condition numbers of the coefficient matrices are surprisingly small. It should be noted that the infinite grid refinements of Han [8] and Thatcher [19, 20] cannot be applied to the equation (1.2).
Boundary approximations
Let £2 be a bounded domain divided by a surface ro into two subdomains Q+ and Í2-, i.e., Q = Q+ U Q~ . In this paper, we will consider the piecewise equations where / and g are sufficiently smooth functions, F^UT^ -dû. and TD ^ 0, uv is the normal derivative, and u -u in £2 . Let p+ and p~ be different positive constants that are related to different materials in Q+ and Q~ , i.e., (2.5) P+ÏP~.
Then equations (2.1) and (2.2) become (2.6) -Au± + u± = 0 inQ*.
When p+ = p~ , ro is an artificial interface, cf. [16] . We need some notation. Define a space on Q, (2 7) H = {V e LimV e "l{Q+) >veH^n~â nd -Av + v = 0 in fi+ and Q }, and a functional on Tn and dCl, (2.8)
+ w2 / {p+v*-p~v~)2ds, where w is also a positive weight. On H x tV we will use a bilinear form [•, •] defined by [u,v] where ^ are complete sets of particular solutions of (2.1 ) and (2.2). A boundary approximation, um n e Sm n, is then found by
It is worth pointing out that the boundary methods here may fall into the class of general, weighted least squares methods for elliptic systems of Aziz, Kellogg and Stephens [3] , which are applied both within small elements (viewed as subdomains here) and on their boundaries (viewed as interfaces). Since only particular solutions are chosen to be admissible functions, the number of unknown coefficients decreases drastically. Good boundary approximation can be obtained even if several subdomains are used (see the numerical examples in §5). It would also be interesting to develop least squares methods in which the number of trial functions (as in this paper) and the number of subdomains (as in [3] and in the finite element method [18] ) are both changing, in particular for those elliptic problems for which particular solutions cannot be found. In this latter case, also residuals within the subdomains (as in [3] ) have to be considered.
Error analysis
For the space Sm n, we assume that the inverse property and the approximability property hold as in [16] .
Inverse Property. For any v e Sm n we have
where km n is unbounded as m, n -► oo and the norms on the boundary or interface are defined by
Mo,r= (I v%ds
We note that in (3.1), the inverse property on the interface ro is assumed only for Tg , because the norm bounds of errors in the following proof are needed only on one side of ro, say Tq (see (3.11) ). Approximability Property. For any u € H, there exists a function v e Sm n such that (3.2a) \\u+-v+\\l0Cl+< a+n,k,i\u+\k,ön+> 0<l<k,
where a* . ,, a~~ " , -> 0 as m , n -► oo, and
Approximability properties may be found in Cheney [5] for some spaces, or in Eisenstat [6] for the Bergman-Vekua space. For the equation -Au + u = 0, the approximability properties of Sm n can be obtained only when the given subdomains are imbedded into sectors of a circle, which are within the solution domains. In other cases, a further study of the approximating spaces needs to '/-be done (refer to the density study in Aziz, Dorr and Kellogg [2] and Browder [4] ).
Under the above assumptions, we will provide error estimates and establish the relation (1.1). First we cite two lemmas and a theorem, which can be proved along the same lines as in [16] .
For v E H, there exists an imbedding constant Cs > 0 in the Sobolev imbedding theorem such that [ 17] The next estimate bounds the errors in the //-norm.
Theorem 3.1. Let u e H\Q) be the solution of (2.1)-(2.4), and let um n G Sm n be the boundary approximation (3.5) . If the inverse property holds, then for any w > 0, there exist error bounds (3.8) I" -UmjH < v¡fmn {il" -VWh + * (*"." + -¿j I"" V\b) .
where t is defined in Lemma 3.1, km n is defined in (3.1) and Cs is given in (3.3) .
Corollaries similar to those in [16] can be easily derived. Here, our main interest is in the relation between \\u -um II " and \u-um L only.
Let u be the solution of (2.1)-(2.4); then the error norms satisfy \e\B = \U-Um,n\B rfds+w2fr {-^r-
+wL Y^f-»~-m**■ fds
We note that the true solution u disappears in \e\B (see (3.9) ) and also the values of |e|B are easily computed in the least squares procedure employed in the boundary method. We can then evaluate He^ in terms of \e\B . Such a relation for the norms is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let u G //'(Í2) be the solution of (2.1)-(2.4), and let um n e Sm n be the boundary approximation (3.5) . If the inverse property holds for the difference u-um n, then for any w > 0, the error is bounded by (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) \\u-umJ\H<t(km_n + ^)\u-u w m,n'B ■-where the constants t,kmn and Cs are the same as in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Letting v = um n G Sm n and 8 = min(p+ , p~), we have from (2.3) A discussion of the bounds on km n can be found in [12] .
Stability analysis
In this section we will present a stability analysis for boundary methods based on domain decomposition and discuss the choice of geometric shapes for the subdomains.
In order to discuss stability of the solution um n , we need to estimate the value of the condition numbers Here, Amax and Amin are the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of the associated coefficient matrix B defined by
where the vector X is composed of the unknown coefficients c¡ and di in (2.12).
Let the bounded domains Q± and Q be such that We will prove the following results. Similarly, from the assumption (4.9) and the Sobolev imbedding theorem we can see that where the radii R0 and r* are defined by (4.19).
Proof. Using the orthogonality of sin/^0 , we can see that r:
Pn provided that the bounds (3.14) are satisfied.
To end this section, we will make a few observations on how the shape of subdomains affects the stability of computations. If the solution domain is a rhomboid (Figure 2 Also the divisions in Figure 3 should have good stability properties. These conclusions will be verified by numerical examples given in the next section.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we will apply the boundary method to an interface problem and investigate the effect of different admissible functions and different divisions of the solution domain on the accuracy and stability of numerical solutions. where Q* = Q+ u Q-(see Figure 4) , Í2* is a square domain (-1 < x < 1,-1 < y < 1), Q~ is a smaller square domain (-] <x<j,-j<y<j), ro is the interface boundary of Q+ and Q~ , and p+ and p~ are different positive constants. Because of the model's symmetry, it suffices to solve equations (5.1)-(5.4) only on Í2, the eighth part of £2* as in Figure 5 . We note that no numerical solution exists of such a complicated interface problem, while the infinite element approach of Han [8] and Thatcher [19, 20] is invalid for the equation -Au + u = 0. where ci are unknown coefficients, I (r) are the Bessel functions for a purely imaginary argument, and <P include both Kellogg eigenfunctions (Kellogg [9] [10] [11] , also see Strang and Fix [18] ) and additional eigenfunctions [12, 13] It is pointed out in [12, 13] Clearly, the admissible functions (5.5) satisfy equations (5.1 )-(5.3) exactly. Because there exists a mild singularity A in Figure 5 (see [ 12, 15] ), it is necessary to employ piecewise particular functions. In other words, we have to divide Q into two or more subdomains such that any one subdomain includes at most one singularity (see Figure 6 or 7) . Besides, we are also interested in the artificial boundary T0 which is made up of circular arcs or straight lines (like in most applications). 
2(i + 2)
where b} = 4/jn . Since the admissible functions (5.12)-(5.13) satisfy equations (5.1)-(5.4) and the symmetric boundary conditions du/dv = 0 on öQ in Figure 5 , the boundary method (2.13) needs to approximate only on the artificial interface ro .
In our calculation, p~ = 1 and p+ = 0.2; then a* from (5.10) has the value a* = 0.78365310406121.
The error norms and condition numbers of the numerical solutions are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. All results were Table 2 Numerical results for partitions in Figure 7 with w = l/max(4m, Traditional integration rules such as Simpson's rule can be used for computing the integrals in (3.9) as long as m, k, n, I are not too large. We expect this to be the case in most practical applications. Otherwise, special treatments are needed for estimating the integration error in case of highly oscillatory integrands. Although NE (i < NE) is large, since the size of the coefficient functions w*2l+x(p) at sin(2z'+ \)<f> is of the order 0(1/(2/+l)3), we have obtained good accuracy using the Newton-Cotes formulas with appropriate subdomains. We note that the related integration does not involve the matrix B, which is used to calculate the expansion coefficients.
First, let us compare the results in (5.19) . The values of both |e|B and cond for Figure 6b (or 7b) are smaller than those for Figure 6a (or 7a ). This agrees with the conclusions in §4 that using straight lines ro is more advantageous. Therefore, relative average errors of solutions and their generalized derivatives in Q, obtained by boundary methods, can achieve 0(10" ) since \\u\\H = 0( 1 ). This shows the extreme accuracy of our numerical solutions. On the other hand, the condition number is only 1443. Such a stability behavior can even cope with the stability problems arising in nonconforming combined methods [14] . In view of the above analysis and numerical experiments, we conclude that the best partition for our problem is that of Figure 7b (i.e., Figure 8b on the whole solution domain Q*).
